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Datasheet
agent 150 & 250

Entry-level headset for analogue phones
agent 150

agent 250

Connects to:

The agent 150 & 250 are competitively priced, entry level headsets made especially for
use with traditional analogue phones and feature a direct RJ9 connection. The lightweight
construction utilises a tough curled cord which extends to a length of 2 metres to give the
user added freedom combined with the reliability of a corded headset.

Features

Benefits

User Interaction

The 150 single earpiece and T-bar
The 250 dual earpiece

Allows the user to interact with colleagues during calls
Allows the user to concentrate more on call and filters out general office noise

Design

270 degree rotation microphone boom
Adjustable headband

Allows the unit to be used for either the left or right ear
Ensures the headset is optimised for use and comfortable to wear for extended
periods
Ensures the microphone to be positioned in the optimal position to ensure the
user’s voice is picked up clearly
Makes the headset comfortable to wear for extended periods
Allows the headset to be serviced and cleaned
The headset will cope with rigours of the modern office environment

Flexible microphone boom
Soft foam earpads
Removable earpads (spares provided)
Robust construction

Tech Spec

Crisp clear sound
Noise-cancelling microphone
Wideband frequency

Ensures a greater call experience
Filters out background office noise for the caller
Creates a more rounded natural sound for the caller and user on supported
lines

Protection

Acoustic shock protection for user

Prevents noise levels exceeding 118db thereby protecting the user from
potential hearing damage

Connectivity

RJ9 Male connector

Makes the headset compatible with standard analogue phones

Product Quality

2 year warranty
CE approved

Provides peace of mind should anything go wrong
Ensures the product is built to the highest standards

To enquire about free trials please get in touch:
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